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EntEring a modErn EraEntEring a modErn Era

Welcome to a brand new edition with lots of changes 
in terms of the outline and design. Lots of attractive 

subjects and some great photographs from around the globe 
await our readers.

As operations in Afghanistan gradually wind down, 
soldiers from 1 RGR settled in Brunei focusing on getting 
back the basics right (page 2).

Also in this edition, as we approach the celebration of 200 years 
of Gurkha service to the British Crown in 2015, we recall the first 
few years of Gurkha history (page 8).

Narrowly missing out on an event record in the Trailwalker 
2014, 1 RGR sang the song of victory over more than 50 teams 
from different units across the British Army and some non 
military teams (page 10).

Post operations and injury, our injured heroes achieve some 
great results in the first ever Invictus Games held in London. 
From Operations to Invictus! (page 22 ).

Sporting actions from around the Brigade including some news 
of success in boxing and rugby.
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“ Obviously I have my 
disability but this is 
an opportunity to do 
something to represent 
my country. I’m not 
saying I like being this 
way, but I have a 
chance to bring 
something good out 
of this disability and to 
show others what I am 
capable of.”

From Operations to Invictus! 
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The Doko Trailwalker team 
makes history 

“ Having missed the Olympics 
in 2012 while based in Brunei, 
it was once-in-a-lifetime 
event for us to be involved.“ 
- Cpl Nudan, 1 RGR

“The hardest part was not 
the physical sessions that we 
suffered each day; it was the 
dieting I had to go through 
to get my weight down” 
     - Sig Yuwaraj Pun
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The Gurkha Chautara at the 

National Memorial Arboretum  

was officially opened by 

the Princess Royal on 23 Sep 14 to 

commemorate the Gurkhas from all ranks 

who have served the Crown since 1815. 

 Attended by a crowd of over 400 people 

including servicemen and their families, 

retired Gurkhas and members of the public, 

the nation’s media were also present to 

record the unveiling.

 The Chautara Memorial which was built 

by soldiers from the Queen’s Gurkha Signals 

Regiment with the help of a professional 

stone mason, is modelled on the traditional 

stone resting places used by the sherpas of 

Nepal. With some 20,000 Gurkhas having 

fought and died in the World Wars alone, the 

monument is a fitting tribute to the ultimate 

sacrifices that have been made over the 

years. The turnout of visitors from across the 

services, including some overseas uniforms 

on display, demonstrated the outstanding 

reputation of the Gurkhas and the regard in 

which they are held by colleagues and allied 

forces alike.

 Created in 1997, the National Memorial 

Arboretum is a special place that remembers 

those who have served, and continue to 

serve, our nation in many different ways. 

By Lt Callum Jones, 1 RGR B Coy

As 1 RGR settled into its new tour of 

Brunei, training returned to focus 

on getting the basics right.  

For B Coy this meant the initial few 

months in the Jungle and then preparation 

for an Overseas Exercise in New Zealand. 

 B Coy, 1RGR and attached personnel 

deployed to New Zealand on the 7th April 14 

as part of Exercise Pacific Khukuri. The Coy 

Group, led by Maj Leigh Roberts, started a 

comprehensive live firing package focussing 

on conventional war fighting. With the aim 

of bringing the Company’s mindset away 

from the years of Counter Insurgency, and 

back to the basics of conventional war, the 

training was centred on honing personal 

skills before progressing to the complexities 

of fighting as a Company.

 B Coy deployed to Tekapo training area 

with elements of every Platoon within the 

Battalion’s Support Coy. For three weeks 

individuals progressed from CQB through 

to pairs, fire team, Section, Platoon and 

subsequently Coy live firing. This finished 

with a 10 day final field exercise that 

included both blank and live firing training. 

Ex PACIFIC KHUKURI

Royal visit for Chautara opening
With some 50,000 trees already planted, 

and 160 dedicated memorials established 

on the site, the Arboretum is a living tribute 

that will forever acknowledge the personal 

sacrifices made by the armed and civil 

services of this country.

 The President of the Gurkha Brigade 

Association, Lieutenant General Sir David 

Bill KCB escorted Her Royal Highness to the 

Guard of Honour provided by the Brigade of 

Gurkhas, where she received a Royal Salute. 

Field Officer, Major Mark Barratt OC 246 

Gurkha Signal Squadron, 2 Signal Regiment, 

invited Her Royal Highness to review the 

front rank of the Guard of Honour and past 

the Pipes and Drums, before taking his leave.

 After the Princess Royal was finished 

and led to the Chautara, the Lt General gave 

a touching tribute to the Gurkhas before 

the chaplains from the Hindu, Buddhist and 

Christian faiths each gave a short speech 

before the unveiling.

 Have a look at the photo gallery 

for the Chautara opening at 

www.gurkhabde.com/photo-gallery
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 Some difficult conditions saw the 

company braving -20°C during a march to 

the defensive location. After several hours 

of hard walking through the now snowy 

ground, the positions were sighted and the 

digging started. The focus was not only 

on the positions of the Platoons, but also 

on Anti-Tank, Machine Gun and Mortar 

capabilities and how best to employ them. 

 After successful completion of stage 3 on 

the defensive position, a basic routine within 

the platoons began. The aim of this initial 

phase of the final exercise was to test our 

defensive skills in all aspects. With this in mind, 

Maj Roberts thoroughly rehearsed withdrawal 

and counterattack before the Company was 

given the opportunity to carry out these drills 

during the final day of phase 1. 

 The final attack saw a return to blank 

firing in order to maximise the training 

benefit. With the enemy coordinated by 

the CO 1RGR, Lt Col J Davies MBE, the Coy 

was tasked to clear an area presumed to be 

occupied by an enemy force half it’s size. 

 The enemy had been directed to be as 

cunning as they could against friendly forces 

and this included counterattacks, flanking 

manoeuvres, feints and obstacle plans. This 

combined with POWs, casualties and indirect 

fire made for a complex training serial 

finishing almost six hours after it started.

 One of the most important points that 

was taken away from this was the knowledge 

of where every other call sign is on the ground 

and the ability to communicate with them. 

Without this crucial bit of information, being 

able to effectively use your strengths against 

the enemy is significantly reduced. 

 Overall, Exercise Pacific Khukuri was a 

huge success.

Ex PACIFIC KHUKURI

Ex JORVIC REFRESH 14-1, 
70 Gurkha Fd Sqn QGE
By Spr Pawan Kumar Gurung 

Several exercises are run 

by RAMC to maintain its 

operational standards. 

Ex JORVIC REFRESH is one 

of these very high readiness 

exercises, on which they 

rehearse and practice their 

basic drills. 

 22 Fd Hospital ran several 

exercises in past few months. 

They were deployed to South 

Cerney in Dec 2013, at Upavon 

and recently at Knook Camp, 

Salisbury on June 2014. The 

exercise at South Cerney and 

Knook Camp were normal 

exercises during which they 

practiced and brushed up 

on their drills. The exercise 

at Upavon was an exhibition 

to demonstrate capability 

to civilians. They were able 

to conduct very smoothly 

maintaining their standards at 

every aspect. We ran a number 

of(Field Electrical Power System) 

generators providing electricity 

to run their machines and 

computers, lighting facilities, 

TBAUs (Tactical Base Ablution 

Units), and other combat 

engineering supports. 

 We also laid mammoth 

matting around the hospital. 

All in all, a great exercise!

If you have any pictures or film 
footage, why not share it with 
the Gurkha Brigade Association 
Facebook page?
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By Capt Kiran Pun, 1 RGR

1 RGR took part in a tour 

of the Indian Mutiny 

Battlefields as part of 

Ex Delhi Scholar in Delhi from 

the 14th to 22nd of May 14. 

 “On 15 May, we travelled 

to Dehra Dun and visited sites 

associated with the Anglo- Nepal 

War of 1814-16. This war was 

the first real contact between 

the British and Nepalese - having 

by now conquered large parts of 

India they were expecting and 

easy victory over their northern 

neighbours.” said Capt Kiran 

Pun, 1RGR.

 On 18th May 14, we left 

hotel at 0800 hrs to visit all the 

battle field locations which were 

heavily involved during 1857 

mutiny. The next port of call was 

the city of Lucknow which was 

the capital of the old Kingdom 

of Oude in 1857.

 Before leaving Lucknow to 

Cawnpore, we visited11 GRRC 

(Gorkhas Rifles Regimental 

Centre). They welcomed us with 

great dignity. We had a golden 

History file - The Siege of Delhi

At the siege of Delhi - during the Indian Mutiny of 1857 - the Gurkhas 

of the Sirmoor battalion were posted at the point of maximum danger, 

Hindu Rao’s house on the right flank of the Ridge. This was vital ground 

- loss of it would have made the British position on the Ridge untenable. 

Now a hospital, Hindu Rao’s house was held by the Sirmoor battalion for 

three months and twelve days, without relief, under constant rebel attack 

via the Subzui Mandi suburb. With the arrival of reinforcements from 

the Punjab and the siege train, the British went on the offensive - and 

again Gurkhas troops were in the forefront of the action. Among the first 

troops to surge through the blown-in Kashmir gate were Gurkhas of the 

Kumaon and Sirmoor battalions. 

 When news of the outbreak at Meerut reached the city of Lucknow, 

the native garrison there also mutinied and - with the former Nawab’s 

Army - laid siege to European soldiers and civilians in the Residency. The 

British maintained an epic defence - against bombardment, incessant 

rifle fire, mining operations and four major assaults - from the 1st July 

until the 25th September 1857, when a column under General Havelock 

fought its way in to reinforce them. The siege continued until 14th 

November when Sir Colin Campbell’s column relieved the Residency 

and evacuated the entire garrison. Not until March 1858 was Lucknow 

finally captured - with the help of 6,000 Gurkhas from Janga Bahadur’s 

Nepalese Army. The defence of Lucknow became a symbol of British 

resistance - the Residency flag - tattered and torn and much repaired - 

was flown from the mast-head throughout the siege. 

 It is significant that on both phases of the siege of Delhi - 

offensive and defensive - the British employed Gurkhas troops 

at the critical points. It is a mark of faith they placed in the 

Gurkhas - a faith that proved fully justified. 

 After the Mutiny the Residency was maintained 

as a monument, as it is to this day.

a Coy in ex DeHLI SCHOLar
opportunity to chat with all the 

officers ranging from Lieutenant 

to Brigadier in a very friendliest 

environment which was a most 

rewarding moment for us. 

 During our two hours stay in 

11 GRRC, we visited temple and 

worshipped God and Goddess of 

Hindu religion

 On the way to the hotel, 

everyone was dropped in the 

heart of Delhi to do a final 

shopping for their loved ones 

but Major Rambahadur Pun, 

Capt Jiwan Pun and Lt Col 

Simon sahib drove to the Delhi 

War Cemetery to tribute late Lt 

Col J G Robinson’s resting place. 

 There is no doubt that the 

courage, professionalism and 

selfless commitment that our 

forebears showed during the 

Mutiny in general, and at Delhi 

in particular is the foundation of 

our worldwide reputation 

for excellence. 

Maj Rambahadur Pun paying his tribute to the Late Lt Col Robinson, 
grandfather of Col BG
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Another year has passed 

for the Brigade and 

Dashain is with us 

once again. It has been a 

momentous year and it is right 

that we should reflect on our 

achievements as we celebrate 

the primary event in our 

cultural calendar. As Gurkhas 

we have a responsibility to 

be the best operationally and 

remember our cultural identity 

- Dashain provides us with this 

opportunity. 

 Operationally we continue to 

make our mark as we start the 

drawdown of combat operations 

in Afghanistan. The Brigade has 

delivered masses of valued good 

work in its contribution to the 

Army as a force for good. 

 Our reputational stock is 

very high and we are valued as 

an effective military organisation 

desig ned for operations in any 

theatre in which the British Army 

is involved. Our priority must 

be to continue to deliver the 

high standards of operational 

effectiveness for which the 

Brigade is renowned.

 Dashain is a time to focus on 

our families and thank them for 

the love and support that they 

give us. To you goes our deepest 

gratitude and affection. Your 

strength and fortitude enables 

us to be who we are - Gurkha 

soldiers - knowing that we are 

supported by our families and 

within that I want to acknowledge 

our ex-servicemen and their 

families who have chosen to join 

us here in the UK. It is good to 

see our old friends again and 

welcome you back to your Brigade 

family in the UK. 

 We have, as always, many 

demands ahead of us in 2015. 

But our reputation could not 

be higher and we must keep it 

that way. The year 2015 is also 

a milestone in our history as it 

marks 200 years of continuous 

Gurkha service to the Crown. 

COL BG’S Dashain Message
Col Brigade of Gurkhas sends his Dashain wishes 
to all the serving Gurkhas around the Brigade.

It is our intention to celebrate 

this achievement with a series of 

programme both in the UK and 

in Nepal to commemorate two 

centuries of service and provide 

an opportunity to raise money for 

the ongoing work of the Gurkha 

Welfare Trust supporting veterans 

and their families. 

 To all members of our Brigade, 

young and old, our soldiers and 

their families - both near and far - 

I send you my warmest wishes for 

a happy Dashain, and a peaceful 

but fulfilling year ahead. I wish 

you all a happy Dashain and 

prosperous Tihar 2014. 
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First 100 years towards 
the remarkable G200

2015 will herald the 

bi-centenary 

of when soldiers from Nepal 

were first recruited into local 

Battalions in British India 

bearing the names of the 

districts from which they came. 

One of these was the Sirmoor 

battalion, later to become part 

of The Royal Gurkha Rifles.

 The formation of the first 

three Gurkha units took place in 

April 1815 towards the end of the 

Nepal War which began in 1814; 

a war which followed boundary 

disputes and border raids into 

northern India from the recently 

unified country of Nepal. Such 

was the feeling of mutual respect 

of the fighting qualities, honour 

and bravery of the two opposing 

forces that a lasting bond has 

existed between the Gurkhas and 

the British Crown. One British 

soldier said of the Gurkhas “I 

never saw more steadiness or 

bravery exhibited in my life. Run 

they would not and of death they 

seemed to have no fear.”

 Through a series of 

campaigns in northern India 

and on the North West Frontier, 

Gurkhas proved themselves loyal, 

fearless and resilient in the face 

of some fierce adversaries. 

 During the Battle of Sobraon 

in 1846, the British Commander 

noticed “the determined 

hardihood and bravery with which 

our two battalions of Gurkhas, 

the Sirmoor and Nasiri, met the 

Sikh whenever they were opposed 

to them. Soldiers of small stature 

and indomitable spirit, they vied 

in ardent courage in the charge 

with the Grenadiers”

 At the Siege of Delhi in 1857 

during the Indian Mutiny the 

Gurkhas reputation was cemented 

in the hearts and minds of the 

British public. Refusing to join 

the mutineers, Gurkhas of the 

Sirmoor Battalion fought side by 

side with their British comrades 

repulsing the enemy’s onslaught 

on Hindoo Rao’s House. For this 

and other bravery and loyalty 

during the Mutiny, Gurkhas of the 

renamed Sirmoor Rifle Regiment 

became Riflemen, adopted the 

dress of the 60th Rifles and were 

granted a Delhi Honorary Colour 

to be replaced by the Queen’s 

Truncheon in 1863.

 Hard campaigning on the 

North West Frontier during the 

Second Afghan War of 1878-80 

and actions during the fighting 

in the Tirah in 1897 added to 

the laurels of Gurkha Regiments 

and developed closer bonds with 

the Scottish Regiments of the 

British Army. During the fighting 

at Dargai in October 1897 1/2nd 

Gurkha Rifles helped the Gordon 

Highlanders storm the heights. 

It was in this battle that Captain 

John Robinson of 1/2nd Gurkha 

Rifles (great, great uncle of 

Colonel Robinson, Col BG) lost 

his life endeavouring to save the 

lives of others in his battalion.

 Deployment to campaigns 

on the North East Frontier, Malta, 

Cyprus, Malaya, China and Tibet 

demonstrated the versatility of 

Gurkhas in battle and gained 

for them many gallantry awards. 

By 1910 there were ten Gurkha 

Regiments containing twenty 

battalions serving in the British 

Indian Army. These Regiments had 

been awarded no fewer than ten 

Victoria Crosses.

 In 1911 Gurkha soldiers also 

became eligible for the award of 

the Victoria Cross, just under three 

years away from the start of the 

First World War. (to be continued) 

The Gurkha Museum

Capt John Robinson 
of 1/2nd Gurkha Rifles
(great, great uncle of Col BG)

 

Check out the 
Gurkha Museum’s 
new Facebook page!
Just enter The Gurkha 
Museum in the search bar.



Although working primarily in 

Nepal, The Gurkha Welfare Trust 

has a vital welfare role in the 

UK. Working through its two Gurkha 

Welfare Advice Centres in Salisbury 

and Aldershot, it supports those retired 

Gurkhas and their dependants seeking 

settlement in the UK.

 It is estimated that there are now over 

11,000 ex-Gurkha households living in the 

UK. The Gurkha Welfare Advice Centres’ 

mission is:

 “To assist in the coordination of 

benevolence and welfare for retired Gurkhas 

in the UK, working closely with government 

departments, Service charities, ex-Gurkha 

communities and other agencies, in order to 

support those in need”

 They do not deliver welfare aid directly; 

rather they have a coordinating role, 

signposting those in need to the appropriate 

support organisations and, where necessary, 

coordinating their work. 

 The two Welfare Advice Centres, a joint 

operation between GWT and HQBG, have 

differing but complementary roles. 

 The Aldershot Centre is headed up by 

Capt (Retd) Mahaendra Limbu; it supports 

ex-Gurkhas living in Hampshire and Surrey 

and delivers support mainly through 

face-to-face meetings.   

 The Salisbury Welfare Centre is led by 

Capt (Retd) Gary Ghale and supports retired 

Gurkhas living in all other parts of the UK; it 

delivers support mainly via the phone, email 

and regular Outreach Surgeries in towns with 

large Gurkha communities.

 In 2013/14 the two Centres responded to 

658 (Jul 13 – Jun 14) new cases of support. 

 If you know an ex-Gurkha or family 

member in need of support, please ask them 

to contact:

For all parts of the UK 

except Hampshire and Surrey

 Gurkha Welfare Advice Centre Salisbury 

 PO Box 2170, 22 Queen St, 

 Salisbury SP2 2EX  

 T: 08456 046849 

 E: gurkhawelfare@gwt.org.uk

For Hampshire and Surrey 

Gurkha Welfare Advice Centre Aldershot

1st Floor, 35-39 High St, 

Aldershot GU11 1BH

Tel: 01252 333731 

E: gurkhawelfare@gwt.org.uk

Update from the 
Gurkha Welfare Trust

Thanks to the 11,500 
of you that have 
watched the music 

video for the Brotherhood 
Band’s song ‘Spirit Is 
Stronger’, written in 
celebration of G200 and in 
support of the GWT. You 
can now download the 
entire album of 6 songs 
from iTunes for less than 
£5 and all proceeds will go 
directly to the GWT. Just 
search for Brotherhood 
Band or Gurkhali Saathi.
 The Brotherhood Band 

consists of Major Hemkumar 

Tamang RGR (OC HQ Coy, 

Dhekelia Garrison) and Major Jase 

Buckley RGR (COS BG). The band’s 

music can be described as ‘world’ 

by genre but essentially aims to 

fuse traditional Nepalese musical 

forms (both instruments and 

style) with Western orchestration 

and arrangements. Lyrics are 

sung in both Nepali and English 

and relate to Gurkha service to 

the British Crown, running now 

for 200 years!

 A number of tracks on 

Gurkhali Saathi feature soldiers 

from 2RGR and Sgt Phurba 

Tamang and Rifleman Deepak 

Gurung (Jai A Coy!) deserve a 

special mention.

 For those that are interested 

in the technical stuff, all the 

instruments and vocals you hear 

on the record are performed 

Brotherhood band 
launches its first album

by either Maj Tamang or Maj 

Buckley (and sometimes special 

guests, such as Maj Tamang’s 

daughter Rheeha and serving 

Gurkha soldiers). The band uses 

an industry standard Digital 

Audio Workstation (Cubase 7.5) 

to layer individual performances 

and create the songs that 

appear on the album

 The purpose of Gurkhali 

Saathi is to celebrate 200 years 

of Gurkha service to the British 

Crown and support the GWT. 

We hope you enjoy the record!



1RGR took the honours at 

this year’s Trailwalker, 

posting a fantastic time 

that narrowly missed out on 

an event record.

The team, led by Major Shaun 

Chandler, completed the 100km 

event in 9 hours, 56 minutes (just 

6 minutes slower than the current 

record of 9hr 50min) beating their 

nearest rivals by over an hour and 

a half. It is the first time any RGR 

team has won the event in the 

UK.  The winning team was 

greeted by Colonel BG and a 

crowd of supporters at the finish 

point at Brighton Racecourse.

 Over 350 teams entered 

the event with a heavy Gurkha 

presence dominating the 

timesheets at the top with the 

top five teams all representing 

different parts of the Brigade. 

One team completed the event 

carrying 25kg Dokos the entire 

way, which was also a historic 

first, finishing in 29 hours and 2 

seconds. Other teams included 

Gurkha wives and daughters as 

well, making it a family event.

 QG Signals did a great job 

organising the event with the 

various checkpoints working 

flawlessly. Proceeds from the 

event are still being totalled up 

with the money going to Oxfam 

and the Gurkha Welfare Trust.

The Doko Trailwalker team set a 

historical record completing  

100km in 29 hours carrying 25kg 

on their back in a traditional Nepalese 

Doko (Basket)

 The Doko is a traditional means of 

transporting goods in Nepal and Gurkha 

Potential Recruits must complete a 5km uphill 

race, carrying 25kg Doko during their selection 

process. On the weekend of 26th - 27th July 

2014, Doko Trailwalker team coordinated by 

SSgt (SSI) Gopal, masterminded by Col Watts 

MBE and joined by Cpl Danesh Ghale and 

Sig Ajaya, completed the gruelling 100km 

challenging course in 29 hours 2 seconds, 

carrying a 25kg Doko the entire way. 

 Our main aim of this challenge was to 

test our physical robustness, teamwork and 

self reliance as well as raise money for two 

worthy charities; The Gurkha Welfare Trust 

and Oxfam (UK) charity. Furthermore our aim 

was also to promote the G200 campaign 

(200th Anniversary of Gurkha Service to the 

Crown in 2015). 

 Although the team’s target was to 

raise £5000, we have amazingly gone over 

our target raising over £5300 by the kind 

generosity of our supporters. We are still 

continuously receiving sponsorship from our 

donors. It was the hardest thing we have 

ever done. Our motto for that weekend was 

‘pain is temporary, pride lasts forever’. The 

team was mentally and physically prepared 

leaving nothing but pushing their limit beyond 

imagination whilst still battling with the 

extremely exhausting heat during the event. 

 We, the Queen’s Gurkha Signals team 

made history, by being the first team ever to 

complete the Trailwalker course whilst carrying 

25kg Doko on our backs. 

 It has been the challenge that truly 

tested the courage and determination of the 

toughest. It was truly an utterly incredible 

achievement and one of the proudest days of 

our lives. We felt like celebrities after being 

interviewed by BFBS, BBC and local Radio as 

well as being warmly greeted and cheered by 

civilian teams en route and at the finish point. 

Of course, it would not have been possible to 

complete this mega epic challenge without 

having our highly dedicated support team led 

by Sgt Shambu, therefore our special thanks go 

to our support team.

Team Start Finish Class

1 RGR Team A 17:56:22 09:56:22 M

QG Signals Team A 19:33:49 11:33:49 M

1 RGR Team B 19:52:34 11:52:34 M

11 RSS SR 21:00:07 13:00:07 M

Hereford Gurkhas 21:05:47 13:05:47 M

Team Ishwor Gurung (QGE) 21:11:43 13:11:43 M

10 QOGLR 21:42:52 13:42:52 M

9 Sig Sqn (SC) 21:53:52 13:53:52 M

Pompey Ultra AC 21:40:13 15:40:13 Mix

Orang Tua Brunei 21:56:43 15.:56:43 Vet
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Gurkhas Secure 
Commonwealth 
Games
(Op COMET)
Nearly 250 Gurkhas from 2 RGR were deployed to Glasgow for the 20th 

Commonwealth Games for the last two weeks of July to provide security 

support to the Scottish Police and the Scottish Assembly.

 The Commonwealth Games security operation, called OP COMET, saw the troops 

from the Regiment’s A Company and Sp Company providing security for the Scottish 

Exhibitions and Conference Centre (SECC) – the main venue for the indoor events of 

the games – from 17 July to 3 Aug 14. Ensuring the safety of over 6,500 athletes and 

more than a million spectators has been the focus of a meticulous combined safety 

operation that has been years in the planning.

 The security officials from 2 RGR carried out daily eight-hour long shifts to ensure 

that the venue was safe from any disturbances. Despite being busy trying to conduct 

a huge number of searches without causing undue delays to the public, some of the 

soldiers even had chance to take pictures with the VIPs and other celebrities when 

they came through the security area. Prince Charles, Prince William, Prince Harry and 

the Duchess of Cambridge all visited the site to speak with the soldiers and have their 

photos taken.

 The soldiers were rewarded with an extra bonus of free seats to witness some 

of the spectacular events taking place throughout the fortnight-long event.
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GWM(Brecon) and Bde Band during the Brecon Freedom Parade

4

8

1. Sgt Phurba Tamang - The Gurkha Instructor in the Regimental   
 Signals Wing, CIS Division.  

2. Musn Binay, DOM Maj P W Norley and Musn Doran with 
 ATCL Results (with Distinction).

3.  Invictus Heroes in front of the BFBS studio in Folkestone. Well done!

4. Col BG inaugurating the  Buddha Statue during in Gurkha Coy 
 Sittang Temple during the auspicious occasion of Buddha Jayanti. 

5. Col BG giving an update on the Brigade to the Ex- Gurkhas Community  
 leaders/ representatives during the Annual Gurkha Community leaders  
 Forum organised by GWT.

6. BGP personnel during the BGP ball held on 11 Apr 14.

7. LCpl Tuljung Gurung MC presenting his Combat helmet and Khukuri  
 to The Gurkha Museum.

8.  10 QOGLR chefs with their Comd Lt Col Beaumont, GM Maj Devendra  
 Ale MVO and GCMO, Capt Basantadhoj Shahi after winning the 
 Ex ARMy SuSTAINER 2014. 
9. HQBG families visits Buckingham Palace and the centre of attraction  
 of London “The London Eye”.  

10. GWT sad to bid farewell to Beepana Rana Pun who was with them for  
 two years on the post of Gurkha Welfare Adviser.

11.  The winner of the GSPS Cup 2014- (QG Signals/ APC/ ITC Catterick)  
 with Col GSPS, Brigadier P R Burns and Col Brigade of Gurkhas, 
 Col J G Robinson. 
12. LCpl Roshan Gurung, 1 RGR, A Coy achieved distinction on both 
 SCBC (SAA) and SCBC (TAC).  

3

Photo News
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Exercise DRAGon 
HImAlAYAn YETI 14

By LCpl Durgaman, QG Signals

21 soldiers took part in a level 3 

Skiing Adventurous Training 

exercise in Bavaria, Germany 

from 31 Mar - 7 Apr 14. 

 Organised by Capt. Bharat Shrestha, 

OC ‘V’ Troop, Exercise Dragon Himalayan 

Yeti was primarily aimed at participants 

achieving Basic Skiing Proficiency (BSF) level 

1 and develop qualities in order to enhance 

performance in an outdoor environment.

 There was a short brief by the Lodge 

Manager followed by the Chief Instructor 

highlighting the events that was going to 

happen during that week. Then, everyone 

queued up to collect skiing equipment and the 

groups were administered by their instructors. 

 The first day of the skiing was solely based 

on a very basics skill of skiing. By the end of 

the week we will be skiing as good as them. 

Everyone made rapid improvements on how to 

point skis in right direction, slow oneself down, 

and plough position so on the second day the 

lesson was conducted on a slightly steep slope. 

 The third day (5 Apr) was an exciting 

day. Everyone had mastered the basics. The 

instructors took decisions to attempt the Blue 

route. Blue route is known as medium route 

with mild slopes. It was a good opportunity 

to put those basics skills into practice. 

After a quick brief by instructors we were 

put through paces on the route. It looked 

frightening but it turned out to be easy. 

Everyone kept on repeating the same route 

for the rest of the day. 

 On the fourth day, everybody had some 

loops on the blue route to acquaint ourselves. 

After a cup of morale boosting coffee, we 

went through the red route. There were some 

crashes on the way but thankfully, that did 

not turn out to be serious. The day ended 

with a Bon Fire Night and some drinks in the 

evening. The following day was the last day of 

skiing and started with the same routine. The 

red route was smashed for the whole day. 

 By the final day, everyone was happy with 

their skiing progress. The exercise did not 

finish here until we recovered safely back to 

Bramcote. In the evening, Exercise Leader Capt 

Bharat briefed us meticulously about the details 

and tasks for the following day. Everyone 

administered themselves during that night.

 To recapitulate, Exercise HIMALAYAN 

DRAGON YETI 14 was really beneficial 

adventurous training for us, as it helped to 

develop new skills while building team work. 

It also allowed everyone to refresh their mind 

and body away from normality .

by Signaller Deviram Ghale, 248 GSS

Members of 248 Gurkha Signal 

Squadron from 22 Signal 

Regiment organised a visit to 

tour the BBC’s facilities in London on 

22nd and 23rd of May 14.

 “On reaching London, we were all very 

excited to know what actually goes inside the 

buildings and how BBC broadcasts news and 

programs throughout the world,” said Sgn 

Deviram Ghale. “Once we reached there, the 

guides took us through different parts of the 

buildings. They also showed us the news room 

and different cameras fitted at different angles 

and also talked about how they collect news 

from all over the world, then prepare it and 

broadcast it. We were given chance to try at 

reading the news on an interactive news set.  

 They also told us how the BBC dramas are 

made and we too had a go at making our own 

radio play with music and sound effects. By the 

end of tour, we had a general concept about 

how BBC broadcasts news and programs 24/7 

throughout the world.”

 The next morning the team visited a historic 

monument “The statue of a Gurkha soldier in 

the uniform of first world war” in the Horse 

Guard’s Avenue. The statue was unveiled by 

Her Majesty the Queen. Deviram said: “We 

all bowed our head with due respect to our 

ancestors Gurkhas who showed the extreme 

courage and paid with their life in the war.”

 At noon time, the team went on to tour 

central London and do some shopping before 

returning to MOD Stafford. It was a great 

opportunity to have a visit to such important 

places which the team found exciting 

and informative. 

 A huge thanks goes to Cpl Rajkumar 

Gurung for organising this kind of 

educational visit.

248 Gurkha Signal Sqn tours the BBC to learn from the best
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QG Signals’ new Gurkha Major, Major Tolbahadur Kamcha

Major Tolbahadur 

Khamcha was born 

in Shirkot-Karadi, 

Syanja in 1967. He enlisted 

in the Brigade of Gurkhas in 

January 1987. On Completion 

of Basic Military Training in 

Hong Kong, he joined Queen’s 

Gurkha Signals and trained as 

a System Engineer Technician. 

 He has served in various units, 

mainly 246 GSS, 247 GSS, Nepal 

Signal Troop, Brunei Signal Troop 

and 250 GSS. On promotion to 

WO2, he had the privilege to be 

the Contingent Sergeant Major 

of the deployed British Forces 

National Contingent Headquarters 

(NCH) in Qatar between 

November 2002 – February 2003; 

a post which he considers to be 

one of the highlights of his career.

 His first two tours as a 

commissioned officer saw him 

employed as a Trunk Node 

Commander at 21 Sig Regt (AS) 

and the Signal Troop Commander 

in Brunei Garrison. On promotion 

to Captain in 2007, he was 

posted to 30 Sig Regt where 

he held various appointments 

including 2IC 250 GSS and he 

also enjoyed a brief spell as Adjt 

30 Sig Regt. He was selected to 

convert his commission to the 

Intermediate Regular Commission 

(Late Entry) in 2008 and was 

selected for promotion to Major 

on the following years’ beige list. 

 Upon promotion to Major 

in 2010, he took up the post 

of SO2 HERRICK Team at 

Information System Services 

(ISS), Corsham where he was 

the Programme Manager for all 

projects that delivered capability 

for OVERTASK and HOUSEKEEPER. 

He oversaw the Technical Refresh/

Corrective Network Engineering 

for HOUSEKEEPER, Network 

Federation, BCIP 5.4 to OVERTASK 

and the replacement of legacy 

secret systems for all three services 

both for Front Line Commands 

and Rest of World. 

 He was deployed to 

Afghanistan from ISS and 

was employed as the SO2 ISS 

Forward within the Joint Forces 

Communication Information 

System, Afghanistan [JFCIS(A)]. 

On return from this Op tour 

in July 2012, he was posted 

to the Royal Military Academy 

Sandhurst as the station 2IC/

COS. During his time at 

RMAS he was awarded the 

Commandant’s Commendation 

for his outstanding contribution 

to the station.  

 Having completed 2 years 

tour at RMAS he took over as 

the Gurkha Major QG SIGNALS 

with effect from 8 August 2014. 

He has completed operational 

tours of Saudi Arabia, Former 

Republic of Yugoslavia, Turkey 

and Afghanistan. It was during 

his operational tour in Turkey on 

Op WARDEN he was awarded 

the British Forces Commanders’ 

Commendation.

 He is married to Lila and 

they have three children and a 

granddaughter; two daughters 

Rojina & Archana, a son Prajwol 

and a granddaughter, Rozilyn. A 

keen footballer and runner (retired 

from both), he represented 8th 

Signal Regiment and 30 Signal 

Regiment at football and the 

Brigade of Gurkhas in the Everest 

Marathon. Due to injuries and this 

coupled with age, his interest is 

growing with non contact sports 

and he therefore thanks his fellow 

Gurkha Officers for introducing 

him to golf. He is a passionate 

hill boy through and through and 

looks forward to trekking in Nepal 

in the coming years.

and Tipan Tapan followed shortly, which added even more zest to the 

already cheerful mood. As ever, the evening was lavished with exquisitely 

colourful banquet, array of dishes and ample drinks to immerse 

everyone in celebration. The next phase of the program incorporated the 

Commanding Officers speech and presentation to GM Saheb and family 

after which he addressed the Regiment for the final time as a Gurkha 

Major. Having concluded all the formal bits, the evening moved onto 

entertainment mode

 Early next day on Fri 8 Aug, the Regiment assembled next to 

the station gym in preparation for the GM tow out as per long held 

Regimental tradition. With pipers leading the line, the tow out got 

underway after GM Saheb’s very brief handshake with officers, WOs’ 

and SNCOs. Upon arrival at RHQ, GM Saheb was presented with a Guard 

of Honour where families and the remainder of the Regiment were also 

present. Having signed the visitor’s book, the very final but important 

formality of the program; handover of the appointment to the new GM 

Maj Tol Bahadur Kamcha was completed. 

 The outgoing Gurkha Major deservedly received a splendid farewell 

and it has marked another historical chapter in the Regimental history. All 

ranks of the Regiment wish our outgoing GM and his family a very best 

for the future and at the same time we warmly welcome our new GM to 

the post.

QG Signals bid a grand farewell
to outgoing Gurkha major, 
maj Yambahadur Rana 

As inevitable as it may seem, farewells are always poignant; 

even more so when it is the figurehead; the Gurkha Major 

himself. The farewell this year was held in Bramcote 

station from 7-8 August 2014 for the outgoing Gurkha Major, 

Major Yambahadur Rana. Having completed a successful tenure 

of two years as GM QG SIGNALS, the Regiment had put in an 

intricate effort to deliver a splendid farewell to the Gurkha Major.

 The first of two phases were rather celebratory as the Regiment 

had gathered to appreciate the accomplishments and also applaud the 

contributions made by GM Saheb. The arrival of GM Saheb and his 

family were received with great gratification as everyone lined up by 

the entrance along with the fine-tuned pipers, which officially marked 

the start to the evening. Soon after, the meet and greet got underway 



By Cpl Lok Thapa

Soldiers from 10 QOGLR were deployed for two weeks to 

remind and revise the basic LFTT skills in Lydd Camp. 

 Live Fire Tactical Training (LFTT) is one of the most exciting and 

realistic training opportunities available; it involves all of the chaos of a 

live fire situation, but in a safe environment. 

 The Individual Battle Shooting Range (IBSR) was the first challenge 

of the exercise; an ideal opportunity for the unit to sharpen individual 

skills of fire and manoeuvre while advancing to battle. 

 Once everyone had re-mastered the basics, they took up position 

in a fire trench to complete a defensive shoot. New found confidence 

grew quickly into competitiveness; the Mechanised Moving Target 

Trainer Range (MMTTR) provided an excellent opportunity to test who 

was the best shot against the fast moving targets. 

 The next challenge was designed to simulate a sangar defence 

against a mass attack. The fire-teams positioned themselves in a 

tower with HMGs; a really exciting occasion to use heavy weapons.

 On completion, they conducted a large scale platoon FOB defence 

range. The Colonel of the Regiment, Brigadier ASJ Fay, visited the 

exercise that evening which resulted in a fantastic messing evening 

provided by our chefs to mark the event. 

  On the last day LCpl Jeevan led a dynamic section attack. 

Although it was physically demanding and a challenging range, each 

section was enthusiastic, motivated and confident. The final shoot 

involved firing from a moving vehicle at moving and static targets.

By Pte Pradip Limbu

On 19 July 2014, the 167 Catering 

Support Regiment RLC organized 

a big event called the “Ex Army 

Sustainer 2014” as an opportunity 

to show their cooking skills in a very 

challenging and competitive environment. 

 This event promoted regular and 

reserve integration, facilitated a capability 

gap across certain areas of the Army and 

also replaced the annual reserve field 

catering competition. 

 Under the guidance of SSgt Safin Magar 

and Sgt Pawan Sherchan, three Gurkha 

Chefs from 10 QOGLR, Cpl Bimal Rai, LCpl 

Ramchandra Limbu and Pte Pradip Limbu took 

part in the event. 

 The competition was divided into six 

categories, the the Gurkha chefs entering the 

field improvised cooking section. They had 

to prepare, cook and present 20 portions of 

a two-course meal using a 10-man ORP and 

a mystery box. The food had to be produced 

using improvised cooking techniques 

and equipment. 

Exercise 
ARMY SUSTAINER 2014

 The competition itself was very 

competitive; not to mention the hot weather 

and the unpredictable rain every now and then. 

 Teams were given three hours to complete 

everything from setting up the improvised cook 

set to cooking and serving the guests. 

 The team’s time frame was from 0900 – 

1200 hrs and after three hours of hard work it 

was finally time for the judges to score them 

- they seemed pretty content. Finally after 

marking each and every participating teams, 

it was time for the final result. To their own 

surprise, the Gurkha team won for the first 

time in the history of the Brigade of Gurkhas.

 It was a big achievement and particularly 

a moment of pride for them to win such a 

prestigious trophy and engrave their Regt’s 

name on it. 

By Captain Simon 
Pearson-Burton

One of the first things 

I did upon arriving in 

10 QOGLR was to have 

an interview with the Gurkha 

Major. He sat me down and 

we spoke for over an hour 

on the cultural differences 

between British Regiments and 

10 QOGLR, much of this went 

over my head at the time, but 

what did stick with me was 

that he had told me to be 

mindful of Nepali culture but 

to remember that the Army 

came first, if I did this then 

the soldiers would understand 

where I was coming from and 

why we operate in the way 

we do. 

 I found this hard; very hard. 

So when I was offered the 

chance to attend the language 

course out in Nepal I jumped at 

the opportunity, my view being 

that sometimes the best way to 

learn is dive in the deep end and 

immerse yourself. 

 On arrival in Pokhara we had 

the weekend to ourselves to sort 

our admin and gain our bearings 

and then on Monday the course 

began with a running start. Our 

days consisted of many hours 

in the classroom, briefly broken 

by chiya (tea) breaks, where our 

Nepali was continually corrected 

by the ever patient Mess staff. 

Through the weeks we took daily 

assessments punctuated by a 

weekly test every Friday. I felt like I 

was back in school and I loved it! 

 The course was not all just 

mental exercise; we also had the 

infamous Doko Race to train for. 

For those who are unfamiliar 

with the race, it is a 5Km course 

that gains around 500ms in 

height, you carry 25Kg of sand 

or rocks in your Doko (a basket), 

and you must complete it in 

under 48 minutes to pass. 

 We trained hard for it, 

spending many early mornings 

running up hills and stairs, 

preparing for the race. None of 

the course quite believing that 

Survival Nepali 
Language Course
- a Young Officer’s viewLive Fire 

Tactical Training: 
10 The Queen’s Own Gurkha 
Logistic Regiment
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race day would ever come. Well 

it did and after an early morning 

wakeup call not seen since my 

days at Sandhurst we plodded 

down to the start line. All of 

our training paid off as all 12 of 

the course passed, the winner 

missing out on the record time 

by seconds. This was the one of 

those experiences that for all the 

wrong reasons was thoroughly 

enjoyable, that said I have not 

put on a Doko since. 

 The exam came and went, 

results came out in February, and 

I understand that all 12 of us 

passed. From here it was time for 

the duty trek; only seven of us 

had the chance to head out for 

the trek, our purpose was to visit 

welfare pensioners, schools and 

water projects that the Gurkha 

Welfare Scheme is involved with. 

For us it was a chance to continue 

learning Nepali, for the GWS it 

is an opportunity to check up on 

lots of locations in a short time, 

hopefully they benefited as much 

as we did.0 It was whilst out 

on my trek I saw the character 

that was so fundamental to the 

Gurkha soldier, mentally and 

physically strong, resourceful, 

humble and determined. 

 From start to finish the course 

is a rare opportunity within the 

Army, one I hope will continue for 

years to come. 

Lcpl Surye Gurung gives his account 

of the Australian Army Skills at Arms 

Meeting (AASAM) where five Gurkhas 

teamed up with seven other British firers 

to form up the British Army Combat 

Shooting Team (BACST) 2014.

 The Australian Army Skills At Arms Meeting 

was held on April 25, 2014, in Puckapunyal 

Military base located approximately 90 miles 

north to the Melbourne City. The competition 

hosted teams from all over the world with the 

main countries being Brunei, Indonesia, Japan, 

New Zealand, Canada, France, US and the UK. 

 Out of more than 360 competitors, all the 

top marksmen from 16 different nations were 

there with the same objective, to win. Everyone 

were a bit shy at first but it was really easy to 

break out a conversation asking them about 

their lifestyle or their last shoot. Language 

barrier was difficult at times but everybody 

managed to overcome it.

 Gurkhas were very popular there. 

Everyone came to ask us more about 

khukuri and the history behind it. We were 

Ex WAlTZInG mATIlDA
even asked to do khukuri drill and use it in 

Bayonet fighting competition. But due to the 

time and safety reasons we couldn’t.

 Once a group of American soldiers came 

and spoke to us about our cultures and at 

the same time explored our khukuris. They 

curiously asked if it was true that we had to 

shed blood once it’s been drawn out of its 

scabbard. LCpl Bal (ex QGS) stepped in and 

replied seriously, “Yes”. They then shouted, 

“But we want to have a look”. LCpl Bal held 

a khukuri with both hands and answered with 

a grim on his face, “If anyone of you is happy 

for a small scratch and pour a few drops of 

blood on it, you’ll get a chance to have a look. 

Anyone?”. Everyone froze with no breath and 

confused until I pat one of them reassuring 

that we were joking. That was the funniest 

moment of the tour.

 We managed to win silver medal in team 

pistol and obstacle course match. It was a 

great opportunity to go and compete and learn 

more from the top marksmen from different 

countries and share knowledge and ideas.

 By the end of the competition no one 

was stranger. Everyone had made new 

friends. Social networks and technology 

made it even easier.

It was a once in a lifetime experience with a 

lot to take away and an opportunity to visit 

a new place and see experience different 

cultures. In the mixture of different cultures, 

we (Gurkhas) were loved by everyone. Being 

praised for what our ancestors did in the 

past made us feel honoured. A US Marine 

team Captain came to me and said- “It’s an 

honour to meet you. Be proud of who you 

are. There are many races of warrior in the 

world. Your race is probably the last and the 

most special.”

“If anyone of you is happy 
for a small scratch and 
pour a few drops of blood 
on it, you’ll get a chance 
to have a look... Anyone?”



PARBATEsport
In Action: Rfn Kushal Limbu, ex-servicemen 
from 2 RGR races during the Men’s 100 metres 
final at the inaugural Invictus Games. 
Read more on page 23 
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Royal Corps of Signals 
Individual Boxing 

Championships 
By Sig Yuwaraj Pun

30 Signal Regiment hosted 

the second Royal Corps of 

Signals Individual Boxing 

Championships at Gamecock Barracks 

Bramcote during 28 Apr- 01 May. Around 

21 boxers from 6 different units took part 

in the event.

 Personally for me, the hardest part was 

not the physical sessions that we suffered 

each day; it was the dieting I had to go 

through to get my weight down to weight 

category. Honestly, being a Gurkha and 

missing curry every single day is a huge 

sacrifice to make. 

  Even though the training camp was 

not easy, our coaches (Sgt Al Mousley and 

Michael Blackburn) had a sound knowledge 

ensuring that morale also played a vital role 

in our training; we had rest planned when 

team morale was below the ground level.  

 The team consisted of boxers having no 

previous fighting experience to some having 

fought more than 5 times before. There was a 

mix of experience in the team, so the coaches 

made an arrangement to go to a civilian boxing 

gym and spar with civilian boxers. This was 

really beneficial for both the new boxers as well 

as the experienced ones. 

 Having participated on the 1 Sig Bde 

boxing competitions, the boxers had 

gained more experience and it really made 

a difference.

 The 1st of May, as anticipated, was an 

intense day from the moment we woke up 

for the weigh in, all the way to the final bout 

on the night. 

 As the night progressed, everyone could 

see that this year’s Corps Championships had 

brought out many talented boxers. Overall, 

the 30 Sigs boxing team managed to win 

3 bouts out of the 5. Sig Yuwaraj Pun was 

awarded the Best Boxer of the night and 

LCpl Blackburn was the most Gallant fighter.  

 These were both judged by the VIP’s that 

were invited to the event, Frankie Gavin who 

is an undefeated British professional boxer 

and Tom Chaney. For me personally, it was an 

honour and a privilege to not only box in front 

of one of the best boxers in the world, but also 

to be awarded best boxer.

 Altogether this year’s Corps Championships 

was a great success and I will be looking 

forward to competing again next year. 



Surprise result 
puts Rugby in limelight 

for 10 QOGLRBy Lt Stephen Ingram

10 QOGLR’s novice rugby 

team took part in the 

Annual Akrotiri Rugby 10s 

Competition in May 14 in Cyprus. 

 Rugby has long been a minor 

consideration in the 10 QOGLR’s panoply 

of sporting exploits. Despite numerous 

attempts to reinvigorate the Regiment’s team, 

operational commitments have meant that the 

Regiment has rarely been able to compete at 

a significant level. Under the guidance of the 

WO1 (RSM) Evans and SSgt Yorke’s tutelage, 

the new players were brought from complete 

novices up to competent 10s players. 

 Despite our relative inexperience, 10 

QOGLR sailed through the group stage 

following three consecutive wins against 

17 Royal Artillery, the Corinthians from the 

SRR and 9 Regt AAC. BFBS declared us and 

the Royal Engineers as the main contenders 

for the Cup competition. Despite a recovery 

session at the local water park the situation 

looked less positive. Many of our star players 

had picked up injuries and we quickly had 

to move players out of position in order to 

establish a workable solution. 

 This loss dropped us into the Plate 

competition, a game which was played 45 

minutes after the recent loss, against the 

fresh Episkopi Eagles. The team battled hard 

and despite a hard fought second half , 10 

QOGLR lost 10 - 7. 

 Demoralised, the team entered into the 

Bowl competition and played against the 

RAF Stags in the quarter finals. Against a 

fresh team, 10 QOGLR knew that this was 

their last opportunity of returning home with 

any silverware. Having scored some quick 

points, 10 QOGLR dominated the game and 

succeeded in winning the game. With this 

victory, morale and confidence was restored 

and the team prepared for the semi-final match 

against 3 RHA. In a challenging game played 

under the flood lights, 10 QOGLR came out 

with a victory 17-12. 

 The finals took place in late the afternoon. 

The team from RAF Wolves proved to be an 

exceptionally physical and evenly-matched side. 

10 QOGLR were first to score but RAF Wolves 

soon caught up. The second half opened with 

the score in RAF Wolves favour after several 

conversions. With a penalty kick on the 22” 

SSgt Smart took a drop goal and secured 10 

QOGLR as the winners of the Bowl Finals. The 

entire team should be congratulated for its 

determination and team spirit against some 

tough opposition. Now 10 QOGLR Rugby looks 

forward to next year where we look to build 

upon our success and the defence of our hard 

won silverware.  
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By Rfn Bibek Karki, B Coy, 1 RGR

Upon arriving at Battalion, based 

in Folkestone, I searched for a 

local team that would allow me to 

continue to play competitively. I found a 

team that played in the Folkestone and 

Dover leagues, and after a short period of 

time I found myself 4th in the Folkestone 

league and 1st in the Dover league. 

 That year I competed in the Kent 

Championship representing Folkestone, 

where our team stood 5th overall. 

 Shortly after the Arms Plot Move to Brunei. 

I was made aware of the Bruneian National 

Player and met him upon my arrival. He told 

me of an up-coming tournament in Brunei,

 in which I competed and came first. 

Again, I competed in Malaysia, where I took 

part in the Miri Open Event and reached the 

quarter-finals.  

My next ambition is to play for the Army team. 

My Passion - Table Tennis

By Spr Rupesh Gurung

As I write this article, the precious, Nepal Cup trophy is with 

us. It has been with us since we won the dramatic finale 

on 11th July 2014. It had been exactly four years since we 

lifted the trophy in 2010. Now, we feel as if the Nepal Cup has 

returned to the place where it should belong. 

 Consequently, looking at its history, the QGE has won it now 

for the eleventh time, an impressive result so far to claim.The 

Nepal Cup is the premier yearly sporting event of the season 

featuring eight-football team across the brigade of Gurkhas 

which include; 1 RGR, 2 RGR, QGS, QOGLR, GWM (Gurkha Wing 

Mandalay), GCS (Gurkha Coy Sittang), GSPS and QGE. 

 The first kick-off was scheduled on 4th July 2014 at 1000 hrs 

in Maidstone, a home ground for the Queen’s Gurkha Engineer. 

Therefore, all the eight teams were ready for the title after 

long, intense and rigorous training. 

 All the quarterfinals and semi finals were played in the 

Maidstone. The final was played in the Queen’s Avenue, 

Aldershot. The road to the final match for the QGE was not so 

easy. The semi final against was nerve thrilling. We had to come 

back twice in the game to equalize and later won in the hard 

fought penalty.

 The final match was the most anticipated game for both 

the QGE and QGS. We were able to produce some of the finest 

football skills in the entire game and the crowds were fully 

satisfied with the new level of the game. At the end, the QGE 

won 4-3 to the QGS and lifted the prestigious trophy. 

 Eventually, the award for the Highest Goal Scorer was 

awarded to Spr Arpan Gurung (QGE) and the Best Player and 

the Man of the Match was awarded to LCpl Prakash Rai (QGE). 

Finally, the Nepal Cup 2014 concluded in a fascinating way for the 

Queen’s Gurkha Engineers.

Proud words from the winners of Nepal Cup 2014

Permanent Staff from Gurkha Coy (Cpl Nishan Rai, LCpl Mukum Hembya, LCpl Nabin Rai, LCpl Amar Gurung) 

take on the Great Spartan challenge in Ripon, North Yorkshire in Sep 14.



 Amongst the approximately 140 runners, largely Trainee Rifleman 

(T/Rfn) from Gurkha Company and 2 Infantry Training Battalion (2 ITB) 

and Gurkha Permanent Staff (PS), including the preceding Commanding 

Officer Lt Col JNB Birch RGR successfully participated in the event. From 

the Battalion’s perspective, led by Capt Autar Shrestha QG Signals, the 

event allowed T/Rfn to partake in a competitive yet fun sport in order 

to develop physical fitness and promote community engagement with 

British public, bringing Gurkhas in limelight to pave the way for Gurkhas’ 

200th year Service to Her Majesty the Queen and the country.

 The event was conducted in 4 phases, first being the training 

phase. For which T/Rfn and PS had to do extra physical activities apart 

from their regular PT lessons. Every individual utilised their personal 

time to improve their fitness as well as to achieve their personal goals. 

This was the event where they could prove themselves as fine runners.

 The second phase was deployment in the early morning of 13 July 

14. All participants from 2 ITB travelled in three coaches to Gateshead 

International Stadium. We all had an early start that day, as we knew 

the Gateshead Stadium and nearby roads would face a busy traffic, 

otherwise it could cause a delay in arrival.

Trainee Riflemen from 
Gurkha Coy take on the 

Bupa Great North Run 2014

On 13 Jul 14, thousands of runners took part in the BUPA 

10k run in Gateshead International Stadium, near 

Newcastle which has been one of the key calendar dates 

for Gurkha Company. 

GURKHAS 
at InVICTUS!
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The Invictus Games might have 

been a great success for team 

Great Britain, but team Gurkha 

didn’t do too badly themselves.

 Some outstanding sporting successes 

throughout the games showed the rest of the 

world why the Gurkhas have built a reputation 

for being tough and resillient. To top it off, the 

whole event ended with a spectacular concert 

which was opened by the pipes and drums 

from The Brigade of Gurkhas mainly from the 

2nd Battalion The Royal Gurkha Rifles.

 Overall, It was a great victory for GB and 

a huge achievement for the Gurkhas.  All 4 

members grabbed gold medals in the Sitting 

Volleyball finale against United States of 

America while Rfn Kushal Limbu succeeded 

in winning 3 more medals, a Gold in 200 

meters, a silver in 100 meters and a bronze 

in 4 X 100 meter relay for Great Britain.   

 LCpl Netra Rana, a serving Gurkha soldier 

from 1 RGR has been a great asset to the GB 

sitting volleyball team from the past. 

He demonstrated his great skills throughout 

the tournament as the most experienced 

player whereas Rfn Anil Gurung and Vinod 

Budhathoki both ex-Gurkha Servicemen 

played their part well to let the team GB 

win a gold.  Vinod also participated on the 

road cycling on the third day of the 

Invictus Games. 

 Ex Rifleman Kushal who lost both his 

legs below the knee in Afghanistan, has his 

sights firmly set on the next year’s Paralympics.  

Kushal had to have his legs amputated below 

the knee when his vehicle struck in an IED in 

Musa Qala on 15 November 2008.

 Prince Harry said-” These Games have 

shown a spotlight on the ‘unconquerable’ 

character of service men and women and 

their families, their ‘invictus’ spirit.  The game 

has marked the end of one chapter and the 

beginning of a new one.”

“ I remember when the doctors 
came to see me after my surgery and they 
asked me if I had any questions, and I replied: 
‘when am I going to get my running blades?”

 Third phase was the main event where all runners had to show 

their physical courage and determination for their personal best results 

on this day and the prior training would pay off. This being one of the 

biggest running events, there were a number of ‘waves’ for the runners 

to start with, and Orange Wave being one for the elite runners. This 

was a great opportunity to promote community engagement with 

British public, which would definitely help us to celebrate 200 years of 

Gurkha service to the crown in 2015. We were the second wave of the 

race where we felt privileged for a special treatment by the organisers, 

Nova International. As we were guided to the front of the Orange Wave 

and had a mass start of Gurkhas. We started the race with our war cry 

“AYO GORKHALI” as I felt my heart pumping with adrenaline and slight 

nervousness yet determined to give my best effort.

 Everyone seemed very enthusiastic about the race when we found 

that we had an opportunity to race against Uganda’s Mr Stephen 

Kiprotich - an Olympic and World Marathon champion – who completed 

the race in a remarkable time of 29:39 minutes. Despite a typical British 

weather consisting of a mixture of rain and gusts of wind, all participants 

gave their best effort to achieve their fastest possible time. 

Trainee Rifleman Nichahang Rai finished 
first from within 2 ITB personnel and 
achieved overall position of 33rd among 
3249 runners with a superb timing of 
37:01 minutes. 
In T/Rfn Nichahang’s words, 

“This being my first experience, 
I am proud to participate and 
run along with other runners 
including my counterparts 
and specially the Olympic 
champion.”

@ Nknn Rai

Big well done to our heros. Proud of you guys!!!!

@Lims Paul

My salute n utmost respect to this bir Gorkhile 

for their courage.All Nepalese around the world 

should learn a lesson from this gentleman.Jai hos 

bir Gorkhile.

@Samuel Thapa

Unbreakable!!! A real gurkha hero

@Anthony Conway

Ayo Gurkhali!!! Syabash, Bhai!!!

@Jan O’leary

Shabsh Kushal!!! Sarai ramro

@Prakas Rai

Great achievement ever in history of Brigade of 

Gurkhas. Well-done Kushal for what you have 

achieved so far and I am sure this is just the 

beginning of your life. Good luck for your future 

@Gez Strickland

Awesome. Syabash !!!!

The Gurkha Brigade 
Association
# Invictus Games
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Historic day for Gurkhas 
at Army Major Unit Cricket 

Championship playoffs

The Army Major Unit Cricket Championship provided the 

stage for a historic first for the Brigade of Gurkhas, with 

10 QOGLR and 2 RGR competing at the 3rd/4th place 

playoffs at Aldershot. It is believed this is the first time there has 

been an Army Game at this level between two Gurkha Teams.

 To quote the Secretary of Army Cricket Col Peter Sharland “The 

game was played in a most professional and competitive manner, 

and officials and spectators commented on what a pleasure it was to 

watch a game in the true Spirit of Cricket.

 The QOGLR emerged as worthy winners by 5 wickets, but as 

important was the opportunity for two busy Gurkha Major units to 

get together and compete – possibly the first such cricket game at 

the home of cricket at this level. Many friendships and rivalries were 

renewed, numberies photo together, and two most appreciative sides 

got together for a special day. Both dressing rooms were left spotless, 

and cricket was undoubtedly the winner today.”

 On field Umpires Mark Ambrose Hubbard and John Golding with 

Nick Holland as the Third Umpire. Scorer was Victor Isaacs.

Result:

2RGR 143 all out
QOGLR win by 5 wickets in 33 overs
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